vSTAX Protect is an enterprise grade, fully automated, scalable and reliable backup solution. Your data is
backed, compressed, de-duplicated and secured with AES256 encryption before it is sent to our vaults,
that are housed inside one of our UK datacentres. Your data is then replicated to one of our secondary
datacentres for resilience.

IS DATA PROTECTION A CHALLENGE FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
Protecting data is critical to the performance of any business. The use of traditional methods, such as tape
and disk backup, is inefficient, costly, unreliable and increasingly puts you and your organisation at risk of non
compliance. vSTAX Protect uses best of breed cloud technologies to deliver fast, efficient and secure offsite
backup and recovery, ensuring that your data remains safe both now and in the future.

Security, Resilience and Compliance

Business Continuity

Secured with AES256 encryption in transition and at rest.

Enterprise grade, highly available data repository.

Data is replicated for resilience.

Rapid restoration even via ADSL bandwidths. Local LAN cache
for LAN speed restore.

Encrypts and stores all customer backup to ISO27001 and CIF
standards.
Our Tier II Datacentres are UK based, ensuring no issues with
governance or compliance requirements for EU or legislative
data control.

Recover and restore your backup data to any configured Data
Recovery Point within a guaranteed SLA.
Can be integrated with vSTAX Recover.

Data Protection Technologies

Delivery and Pricing

Powered by Asigra, the industry leader in enterprise backup.

Delivered as a DRaaS Model.

Automated technology backs-up, compresses, de-duplicates
and secures data with encryption.

Flexible Pricing Model—Can be purchased as a Pay as You Go
(PaYG) pricing model or as a capped model with unlimited
backup and restore requests..

Fully integrates with virtualisation, traditional file services and
legacy application servers.

Environments Supported

SAP
Microsoft SharePoint SQL
Microsoft SQL Server Exchange

Android Devices
EMC & NETAPP CIFS Shares
Microsoft Windows

Oracle

Adobe
Apple Macintosh OS X and iPhones
Office 365
Linux
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BENEFITS
Improved Efficiency

Cost Effective

Agentless—no additional investment in hardware or software is
required.

Offers long term operational efficiency through our low cost
subscription based pricing model.

Totally managed solution, alleviating IT staff from having to
manage other backup systems thus enabling them to carry out
more productive tasks.

Eliminates costs associated with recreating lost data.

Minimises costs due to lost productivity.

Tax efficient—write off 100% as a business expense.

Automation reduces potential for human error.

Cost saving when compared to traditional methods such as
tape backup.

Enhanced Capability

Business Advantages

Rapid restore due to local backup cache held on your site.

Fully customisable scheduled backups, data retention, data
deletion and data archive rules are agreed and configured in
line with the individual needs of your business.

Protects all of your servers, both physical and virtual.
Automated incremental data backups with rich data reduction
techniques reduces backup time data space used and avoids
duplication of information.
Flexible recovery—we can recover servers, both virtual or
physical, laptops and mobile devices, or the entire company
infrastructure, depending on your data loss.

Reduces IT administration costs.

You retain complete control over all of your backed up data.
Eliminates reliance on traditional methods of backup which are
inconsistent and unreliable.
Scalable to incorporate more devices and more data, ensuring
your business is fit for the future.

DEPLOYMENT
Stack Group work with you to understand your business needs and design a custom back-up solution for your
business. After the first and only full-back-up of your data is taken, subsequent automated back-ups will be
planned and scheduled, allowing vSTAX Protect to be deployed within days.

CLAIM YOUR FREE TRIAL

Visit www.stack.co.uk and claim your free 30 day trial of vSTAX Protect.

About Us
Founded in 1979, profitable and growing, The Stack Group
provide a comprehensive range of IT services and solutions
from cabling through to cloud services. Our offerings
encompass all aspects of virtualisation, business continuity,
data storage, networking and security. With two whollyowned, UK-based, ISO27001 accredited datacentres, all of
our vSTAX® cloud solutions are industry certified and comply
with EU regulations. From our office locations in Liverpool
and London, we provide leading edge technologies to client
locations across the UK.
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